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[Panel 19] Technical Writing in Late Antiqity: 
Literary Strategies and Socio-Cultural Agendas

[Wednesday]

Slot 1: 1:30 - 2:20pm
Thorsten Fögen [thorsten.foegen@durham.ac.uk]
Research on technical writing in late antiquity: Problems and prospects 

Slot 2: 2:30 - 3:20pm
Markus Dubischar, Lafayette College, USA [dubischm@lafayette.edu]
Late antique auxiliary texts: What the writers are saying 

In the field of technical literature, auxiliary texts (anthologies, commentaries, compila-
tions, epitomes and glossaries) play a vital role in transmitting knowledge. It is worth 
investigating whether, or how, late antique auxiliary texts differ from those of earlier 
times. Prefatory remarks by auxiliary writers about their own works are, in this context, 
of particular interest. While these authors are not always highly esteemed because of 
the derivative nature of their work, they may be regarded as effective responders to 
communicative needs which they perceive within and around their disciplines. The 
auxiliary writers’ closeness to contemporary intellectual realities and literary practices 
makes their statements about their own work valuable for the literary historian today. 
Authors considered in this presentation include Claudius Donatus, Eutropius, Festus, 
Oribasius, Stobaeus, Vegetius and others.

Slot 3: 3:40 - 4:30pm
Benjamin Thommen, Universität Zürich [benjamin.thommen@archaeologie.uzh.ch]
From the ‘whole body of architecture’ to a manual for the private builder: Marcus Cetius 
Faventinus’ epitome of Vitruvius’ De architectura

Originality in content is certainly no characteristic trait of Marcus Cetius Faventinus’ 
small book on domestic architecture. When the author set out on his task of writing a 
manual for the private builder, he largely epitomised Vitruvius’ classical text De architec-
tura. Nonetheless, Faventinus presents himself as an author of his own value, producing a 
concise and therefore valuable source of knowledge for a demanding audience.
My paper examines how Faventinus selected, evaluated and rearranged the vast and mani-
fold material that he found in Vitruvius’ text. By limiting himself to write exclusively about 
private buildings, he opted not only for a very small part of the totum corpus architecturae 
that his predecessor had attempted to cover. Faventinus also avoided most of the subject 
matter Vitruvius had artfully interwoven into his treatise in order to promote his socio-
-cultural agenda. Faventinus wanted to appear as a new type of expert writer in the field 
of architecture who deliberately replaced universal ambition with hands-on applicability.
Faventinus’ book is an example of the direct reception of a classical technical text in the 
later Roman Empire. It shows the success and failure of Vitruvius’ literary model and the 
professional ambition connected to it.
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Slot 4: 4:40 - 5:30pm
Elodie Turquois, Universität Mainz [eturquoi@uni-mainz.de]
De architectura? Didacticism, aesthetics, and ekphrasis in Procopius’ Buildings 

Procopius of Caesarea wrote the Buildings of Justinian in the sixth century A.D. by 
skilfully combining literary and rhetorical traditions going as far back as Pindar. This 
panegyric which rests solely on the theme of imperial constructions presents some 
close affinity to technical literature, highlighting the tenuous distinction between tech-
nical and rhetorical, as well as giving us a sense of audience’s interest in this period. 
This paper will examine ekphrases of buildings in Procopius’ work as well as contem-
porary texts of a similar nature as comparanda. It will look at the didactic and aesthetic 
aspects of his prose taking into account narratology and reader-response in order to get 
an idea of the perception of architecture in the sixth century and its place in the intel-
lectual culture of the period.

[Thursday]

Slot 5: 9:00 - 9:50am
Matthijs Wibier, University of Kent, Canterbury [M.H.Wibier@kent.ac.uk]
Imagining the scholarly community in the writings of Justinian’s antecessores

This paper will study the rhetoric whereby the legal scholars active under Justinian, the 
so-called antecessores, constructed authority for their learning and writing. I will argue 
that an important strategy for them is to emphasise continuity with the early imperial 
past, in particular with the culture of the “classical” jurists. Active primarily in the time 
from Augustus until the Severans, the jurists went to great lengths to develop points of 
law and tended to do so in debate with one another. The interest in jurists’ law on the 
part of Justinian and his antecessores is evident from the production of the Digest, which 
is an anthology in fifty books of the writings of the “classical” jurists. However, some 
of the writings of the antecessores themselves also survive, albeit often in fragmentary 
form. In this paper, I will argue that it is a key element of the antecessores’ self-presenta-
tion to emphasise their intellectual pedigree, which is characterised by a chain of named 
teachers stretching back to a certain Cyrillus from fifth-century Beirut (which had a 
well-known law school). By mentioning their immediate predecessors and the passio-
nate debates they had over points of law (for which sometimes the classical jurists were 
invoked for support as well), I argue that the antecessores attempt to present themselves 
as a new flourishing of the “classical” type of jurisprudence in a late antique world in 
which law teachers and legal authors tended to remain anonymous.  

Slot 6: 10:00 - 10:50am
Laurence Totelin, Cardiff University [TotelinLM@cardiff.ac.uk]
Carmen salutiferum: Quintus Serenus and his Liber medicinalis

The Liber medicinalis of Quintus Serenus (perhaps Quintus Serenus Sammonicus) is a 
rather neglected verse pharmacological text in which numerous recipes are presented 
roughly in the ‘head-to-toe’ order. The prevalence of ‘disgusting’ ingredients (Quintus 
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Serenus himself calls them  thus), such as excrement, animal bile, and other animal 
products, has led modern scholars to turn their nose at this poem. This was not always 
the case: during the Middle Ages and the Renaissance, the poem of Quintus Serenus was 
extremely successful and inspired other medical poems (such as that attributed to Bene-
dictus Crispus). The Liber medicinalis may be an unoriginal collection of recipes, mostly 
gathered from sources such as Pliny the Elder, but it is a highly unusual medical poem. 
In particular, it mentions more non-medical sources than medical ones: Cicero, Ennius, 
Homer, Lucretius, Plautus and Livy, among others, are quoted. 
In this paper, I will examine the role of these non-medical sources in Serenus’ medical 
project. I will start with the preface of the poem, where in the very first line, Serenus 
calls his poem a ‘health-giving song’ (salutiferum carmen). This appears to be a refe-
rence to Lucretius’ famous lines, where the Epicurean compares the role of poetry in 
making philosophy more palatable to that of honey in sweetening a bitter medicinal 
draught. For Quintus Serenus, poetry is ‘healing’ because it conveys healing remedies, 
but also perhaps in itself – learning poetry, listening to it, and studying it may play a 
healing role. I will then examine the nature of the quotations in the Liber medicinalis: the 
ways in which, for instance, Serenus has plundered ancient comedy to find remedies. Is 
this merely a bookish exercise, or can we perhaps suggest that Serenus believed in the 
healing power of laughter? For it seems to me that the Liber medicinalis is not entirely 
to be taken seriously, and that it is full of learned jokes. In this context, it will be useful 
to recall Galen’s own fascination for comedy. I hope that this paper will contribute to a 
re-evaluation of Quintus Serenus’ project, one that moves beyond simplistic judgements 
of its pharmacological and poetic value.

Slot 7: 11:10 - 12:00am
Cadance Butler, Cardiff University [ButlerCL3@cardiff.ac.uk]
But the horses of Achilles wept: Literary motifs and animal rationality in late antique veterinary texts

The late antique veterinary texts remain largely unexplored as literary works, perhaps 
misjudged as dry, clinical instructions for animal care providers. In this paper, in order 
to challenge this view, I will analyse the engagement of authors such as Vegetius, Palla-
dius and Pelagonius with literary and philosophical texts that dealt with the rationality 
of non-human animals. As a case in point, I will look into their descriptions of pain, and 
more particularly, of tears. After discussing in some detail the vocabulary they deploy 
for these descriptions, I will turn to instances of intertextuality with stories such as that 
of Apuleius’ Metamorphoses. Finally, I will consider how statements in these veterinary 
texts might compare to contemporary, late antique Christian doctrine.  

Slot 8: 12:10am - 1:00pm
Tim Denecker, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven [tim.denecker@kuleuven.be]
Technical aspects of grammatical texts from late antiquity: The case of the Pseudo-Augusti-
nian Regulae

Latin grammatical texts from late antiquity occur in many forms and types (cf. e.g. Ax 
2005 and Zetzel 2018). At least since Law (1987), a basic distinction is made between 
grammatical texts of the regulae type on the one hand (offering an enumeration of indi-
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vidual morphological models or paradigms), and those of the Schulgrammatik type on 
the other (offering a systematic treatment of the various word classes and their proper-
ties). One Latin grammatical text that stands out by defying this basic distinction is a 
treatise entitled Regulae and formerly attributed to Augustine (CPL 1558), an attribution 
which is nowadays commonly denied (Law 1984). The work at hand can best be described 
as a grammar handbook of the “mixed” type, combining features of the regulae and of 
the Schulgrammatik types. The work furthermore owes its interest to the metalanguage 
it employs, which clearly reflects the various interactions taking place in the didactic 
setting of the (fourth- or fifth-century, probably North African) classroom. This is even 
more clearly the case in this work than in the fifth-century grammatical commentary of 
Pompeius, which has long been thought to reflect the interaction between a grammaticus 
and his pupils, but which – as has convincingly been argued by Kaster (1988) – should 
rather be read as a condensation of the instruction offered by a senior grammaticus to 
his younger trainee or colleague. In my paper, I will approach the pseudo-Augustinian 
Regulae as a technical text, which puts to use a particular metalanguage and termino-
logy, and which organizes and encodes in a specific way the grammatical information 
which it transmits as well as the real-life didactic interactions to which it goes back.

Ax, Wolfram (2005): Typen antiker grammatischer Fachliteratur am Beispiel der römis-
chen Grammatik. In. Thorsten Fögen (ed.), Antike Fachtexte – Ancient Technical Texts, 
Berlin & New York, 117‒136.

Kaster, Robert A. (1988): Guardians of Language. The Grammarian and Society in Late Anti-
quity, Berkeley & Los Angeles.

Law, Vivien (1984): St Augustine’s De grammatica. Lost or found? In: Recherches augusti-
niennes 19, 155‒183.

Law, Vivien (1987): Late Latin grammars in the Early Middle Ages. A typological history. 
In: Daniel J. Taylor (ed.), The History of Linguistics in the Classical Period, Amsterdam 
& Philadelphia, 191‒204.

Zetzel, James E. G. (2018): Critics, Compilers, and Commentators. An Introduction to Roman 
Philology, 200 BCE‒800 CE, New York.

Slot 9: 2:30 - 3:20pm
Hildegund Müller, University of Notre Dame, USA [Hildegund.G.Muller.17@nd.edu]
Technical writing and the genres and styles of patristic literature: An inquiry into Augustine’s oeuvre

The formal education of the young Augustine was certainly not much different from 
that of other important Christian writers of the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., but his 
career as a school teacher makes him a particularly interesting subject of inquiry into 
the traces of ancient school literature, and more generally technical literature, in Chris-
tian writings. I am interested in the formal influence of this schooling on the styles and 
genres of patristic literature: Can we trace the wide formal variety of Christian genres 
to pagan predecessors? In which way did the language and style of school literature 
influence genres such as commentaries or sermons? How can we situate unprecedented 
new literary forms, such as quaestiones or locutiones, in a broader context of technical 
literature? I will also consider Augustine’s early dialogues, his treatise De musica, and his 
worklist Retractationes (which has an unexpected parallel in Galen’s works), to develop a 
comprehensive picture of the technical predecessors of Christian literature.
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[Friday]

Slot 10: 3:30 - 4:20pm 
Han Baltussen, University of Adelaide [han.baltussen@adelaide.edu.au]
The ancient philosophical commentary: A misunderstood genre

Among the more technical literary productions in antiquity, the ancient philosophical 
commentary (scholê, hypomnêma, scholion) takes a special place. Despite several pionee-
ring studies in the early twentieth century, it has only received broader scholarly atten-
tion over the past three decades. When we ask the question what type of document it 
is, several different answers can be found, but often its reactive or secondary nature is 
emphasized. In this paper I want to focus on the technical aspects of the late philoso-
phical commentary in order to explore its dynamic and autonomous features and argue 
that these can inform us about the distinctive as well as misunderstood nature of this 
‘genre’ (technê, technique or teaching tool). The main characteristics point to the slow 
evolution of the commentary and its variable contexts of use, thus assisting in a more 
detailed and appropriate understanding of its fluid, yet serious purpose. 

Slot 11: 9:00 - 9:50am
Douglas Boin, Saint Louis University, USA [douglas.boin@slu.edu]
Religious division, xenophobia, and the social milieu of the later Roman Empire in Marius 
Victorinus’ Commentary on Galatians

Literary commentaries are a specialised form of writing, and biblical commentaries, 
such as those written in Latin by Marius Victorinus in the fourth-century Roman 
Empire, are no different. Yet as recent scholarship has shown, even in the pages of dense 
technical literature, issues of language and cultural history are “frequently intertwined” 
(Fögen 2016: 87), suggesting that opaque treatises can offer surprising perspectives on 
social-historical realities. Victorinus’ own Commentary on [Paul’s Letter to the] Galatians 
speaks to the divisive Christian world of fourth-century Rome, the pivotal period after 
Christianity was legalised, but before the Theodosian regime established it as the state 
religion (Boin 2014). In this presentation I situate the linguistic and cultural concerns of 
Victorinus’ Commentary on Galatians, as well as the contemporary production of the first 
Latin Bible translations, in a different way: against the growing anti-immigrant fervour 
of fourth- and early fifth-century Rome, as seen in Claudian, Synesius and Prudentius, 
and in archaeological material like the Column of Arcadius and the Obelisk of Theodo-
sius. By taking account of the increasingly protectionist stance of political leaders during 
a time of rising migrations and immigration, I suggest that the development of specifi-
cally Latin biblical translations and scriptural commentaries ‒ including, for example, 
Victorinus’ decision to eschew the well-established Greek vocabulary for paganism 
(‘Hellenismos’) and instead, coin a Latin word for the same phenomenon (‘paganismus’) 
‒ represent an important departure from trends in earlier technical writing, when multi-
lingualism and cultural fluidity were the norm across Mediterranean writers. Victo-
rinus’ Commentary can thus be seen as both as product of and a contribution to broader, 
divisive cultural forces that took root in Rome on the eve of the empire’s falling apart.
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Slot 12: 10:00 - 10:50am
Jan Stenger, University of Glasgow [Jan.Stenger@glasgow.ac.uk]
Religious knowledge in sophistic guise: Choricius of Gaza as a teacher of Christianity

The rhetorical school of sixth-century Gaza has been labelled the ‘Christian school of 
Gaza’. However, generally it is not specified whether and how religious identity distin-
guished this particular school from other late antique institutions in which students 
acquired rhetorical skills. My paper aims at a reassessment of the modern perception of 
the school of Gaza through an analysis of the intellectual profile of its head, the sophist 
Choricius. His epideictic speeches show, indeed, that the traditionalism of his profession 
notwithstanding, he occasionally addressed religious matters, such as charitable work 
and scriptural exegesis. He also entertained a close relationship with the local bishop 
Marcian, an alumnus of the school, and was commissioned by him with orations cele-
brating newly erected churches. When Choricius turns to Christian topics, it is often in 
the context of questions of learning and the transmission of knowledge, including the 
relationship between classical paideia and Christian learning. This relationship comes to 
the fore in the ecphrasis of a church building in Choricius’ first panegyric of the bishop. 
The paper will examine the literary technique of this description and demonstrate the 
fruitful blend of religious knowledge and classical rhetorical style, a combination in 
which skilful eloquence serves to popularise the message of the gospels. It is argued 
that it is this elementary religious instruction of a wider audience through oratory that 
justifies, to a certain extent, the image of a ‘Christian school’. The school of Gaza was 
Christian insofar as religion, though not part of the curriculum, was integrated in its 
general pedagogic mission, alongside mythology, classical literature, Greek history and 
other traditional subjects.

Slot 13: 11:10 - 12:00am 
Ulrich Eigler, Universität Zürich [ulrich.eigler@sglp.uzh.ch]
Isidore’s Origines as an archaeology of knowledge at the end of antiquity

In his Institutiones (1.30) Cassiodorus writes about the manual labour (corporeus labor) 
of the copists (antiquarii) as being outstanding among the other activities and tasks 
in a monastery’s daily life. The privileged position of writing as such is even more 
stressed when Cassiodorus points out its outstanding importance within Christian 
culture. According to his perspective on the history of salvation, the cultural technique 
of writing materialises in the everyday instruments of calamus and atramentum, repre-
senting not only the tools of writing as craftsmanship, but also the active participation 
in the propaganda of Christian faith. Writing gains even more importance through the 
allegorical interpretation of its instruments as weapons against the devil who literally 
receives as many wounds as holy words are written. Cassiodorus re-evaluates the tradi-
tional technique of book-copying, formerly carried out mostly by slaves, within the 
setting of a cosmos of features, books and tools of writing, which reflects the secular 
nucleus of the divine order.
One generation later, Isidore takes up this concept in the sixth book of his Etymologiae. 
There, in one single book, he builds up a Christian world of the technology of writing. 
He closely connects his exposition of the canon of the biblical writings and the order of 
liturgical practice with a detailed description of the techniques of writing.
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This paper will try to elucidate how Isidore combines technical information with a lite-
rary narrative describing the Christian culture at its centre. As a result, he not only 
describes writing as a technique, but legitimates it as a cultural practice within a Chris-
tian world, soon to be threatened by veritable dangers for the transmission of the written 
heritage.


